Purpose-Goldmann visual fields (GVFs) are useful for tracking changes in areas of functional retina, including the periphery, in inherited retinal degeneration patients. Quantitative GVF analysis requires digitization of the chart coordinates for the main axes and isopter points marked by the GVF operator during testing. This study investigated inter-and intra-digitizer variability among users of a manual GVF digitization program. 
isopters or translated planimetric map areas to retinal surface areas, which requires calibration for each GVF.
In order to use digitized GVF data, one must understand how much information is potentially lost in the manual digitization process. This is particularly important because the digitization process is labor-intensive and repetitive, and skilled GVF operators are in high demand, and digitization is often relegated to less well-trained staff, or even to research assistants who may not be available for the entire duration of a clinical trial. We therefore designed and conducted a study to determine the amount of variability in the output values of the digitizing process, specifically when digitizers are mouse-clicking on scanned images, and the likelihood of errors in the output if digitizers are not experienced GVF operators. If inter-digitizer variance tends to outweigh intra-digitizer variance, then researchers and clinicians would need to take particular care by choosing reliable digitizers and avoid making changes in digitizers over time. If errors are too common, researchers and clinicians may also need to employ a larger pool of digitizers and/or add an expert reader who is more qualified to check for errors. This study investigated the variability and error rates in digitized data produced by digitizers who received minimal training and digitized a variety of GVFs with a wide range of measured vision in patients with RP or LCA obtained by many GVF test operators.
METHODS

Study Materials
GVFs used in this study were collected in 27 patients with moderate to severe visual field loss due to RP or LCA participating in a multi-center clinical trial across 5 countries and had been acquired by experienced GVF operators trained to adhere to a strict set of procedures. All GVFs contained one or more seeing (i.e., encompassing a seeing area in the field) or non-seeing (i.e., encompassing a scotoma) isopters, whose presence was confirmed at multiple visits. Use of refractive correction, isopter colors, and markings on the GVF charts were consistent with the clinical trial procedures.
Digitizers
Ten normally-sighted Johns Hopkins University students and employees attended a one hour training session that explained the meaning of GVF isopters, the color and naming conventions, and the use of the FieldDigitize v4.0 software, described below. Eight of the digitizers were JHU undergraduates (ages [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and the other two were employees of the Wilmer Eye Institute (ages . None of the digitizers had prior experience with GVF testing or with digitization. The digitizers were all asked to use the software to digitize the same sets of GVFs over a period of two months. This research was approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from all digitizers prior to performing study procedures.
Digitizing Process
GVFs were scanned and presented on a PC screen to digitizers. The program used for presentation and digitizing, FieldDigitize v4.0, was developed at the Lions Vision Center of the Wilmer Eye Institute at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. The program provides retinal area calculations based on the relationships between planimetric visual field maps and retinal surface area, as previously documented by Dagnelie. 16 An earlier version of this program was used by Bittner et al. to evaluate the test-retest repeatability of GVFs obtained in RP subjects, 24 and again to examine the effects of acupuncture therapy on the visual function of RP subjects. 7 During digitization, users mouse-clicked on 5 cardinal points in the GVF grid to establish the horizontal and vertical scales. These points were the center of the GVF, 90° eccentricity at 0° azimuth, 70° eccentricity at 90° azimuth, 90° eccentricity at 180° azimuth, and 70° eccentricity at 270° azimuth. The use of 5 rather than 3 calibration points allowed for the detection of distortions and correction for rotations that might have occurred during scanning. Digitizers then identified each isopter as seeing or non-seeing and selected the size of the test light (I-4e through V-4e). Digitizers clicked on only those points along the isopter lines that had been recorded by the GVF operators as transition points from non-seeing to seeing. Digitizers were instructed to complete all isopters in a GVF before transitioning to the next GVF.
Data Collection
GVFs were made available to digitizers in blocks of 25 on three separate dates: November 29, 2012, December 06, 2012, and December 12, 2012. Digitizers were instructed to digitize all GVFs in each block before proceeding to the next block. The same GVFs were used in all three blocks, but were given different file names and different presentation orders. GVFs 6 and 23 were not consistently presented and were mistakenly replaced by new GVFs in block 2 and/or 3, so data from these GVFs and their replacements were eliminated from the analysis. GVF identifier numbers used in this report reflect the order used for block 1. General statistics for all GVFs are shown in Table 1 . All isopters across all GVFs were given unique identifier numbers for analyses.
Definitions
For this study, we used the term isopter strictly to refer to a closed set of connected line segments that were drawn by a GVF operator. 35, [38] [39] [40] GVFs maps used in this study often incorporated multiple isopters per test target size to describe the GVF landscape, which included "non-seeing" isopters surrounding scotomatous areas and "seeing" isopters surrounding islands of vision. The test target luminance used in the GVFs was 4e in all cases, so only the target size varied. Isopters that were measured with a single test target size in one GVF were combined to create a grouping variable we defined as an isopter group. Each possible combination of GVF and target size was a distinct isopter group, thus an isopter group was comprised of all isopters determined with the same test target size within a GVF. These isopter groups represented the total seeing region for the measured eye for one test target size. We determined isopter group areas in mm 2 by summing the area values generated by the digitization program for all of the seeing and non-seeing isopters within each isopter group. Non-seeing isopters were assigned negative area values in this study. It should be noted that in some previous publications, isopter groups have been referred to as isopters; 14, 20, 23, 27, [30] [31] [32] 37 the two terms should not be confused.
Errors in this study had three types: mislabeled isopter target sizes, isopters mislabeled as seeing or non-seeing, and isopters that were missed during digitization. We used the term distinct errors to refer to all errors of the same type made for the same isopter in the same block, without regard for which digitizer made the error. If a digitizer simultaneously mislabeled both an isopter's target size and its seeing or non-seeing status, these errors would be recorded as two distinct errors, one for each error type. Distinct errors with mislabeled target sizes could therefore have instances with conflicting reports of seeing/nonseeing status, and seeing/non-seeing distinct errors could have conflicting reports of target size. If all digitizers were to make the same distinct error, the data provided by digitizing alone would not be able to suggest that any digitizer made an error of that type for that isopter, and only review by an expert reader would reveal the error.
Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using Microsoft Excel 2013 and R versions 3.0.2 and 3.1.0. All plots were made using R 3.1.0. Only data from the 23 GVFs that were presented in every block to every digitizer were analyzed. Isopter measurements were matched to isopter identifier numbers by inspection, based on reported area, target size and seeing value parameters, and screenshots of digitized fields. Errors were flagged by comparing the reported data to accepted data for each isopter. Accepted data were attributes of each isopter as determined by the authors, specifically presence in a GVF, target size, and whether the isopter enclosed a seeing or non-seeing area.
Researchers 14, 20, 21, 23-26, 30, 35, 37 have tended to value the total seeing area for each test light size over the areas enclosed by individual isopters. Observing this preference, our variability analyses focused on isopter groups. Only the target size accepted by the authors for each isopter was used for determining isopter groups, so isopter labeling errors made by digitizers had no effect on isopter group calculations. Standard deviations (SDs) and coefficients of variation (CVs) for area measurements were calculated for isopter groups across all measurements, within digitizers, and between digitizers. SDs and CVs of isopter group areas were analyzed as functions of overall mean area values by linear regression, using the least squares method on log-log values. Confidence intervals for lines of best fit were determined by resampling data with replacement and running the same analyses 10,000 times. This bootstrap method was employed to avoid the normality requirement of classic regression analysis, thus avoiding the need for another data transformation step aimed at normalizing the distribution.
Effects of digitizers on isopter group area measurements were analyzed using a bootstrap variation of an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Because area measurement variances were not uniform across isopter groups, classic ANOVA techniques could not be applied. Instead, variability was analyzed using components of a two-factor ANOVA model with interactions and bootstrap datasets. Just as for a typical ANOVA, the total sum of squared deviations (SS) was partitioned into SSs for digitizer and isopter group factors, the interactions of these factors, and residuals. Previously, 41 the typical F-statistic has been used with resampling methods for determining the significance of data. Following this, we calculated an analogue of the F-statistic by dividing SSs of the factors and the interaction by the SS of the residuals. This analogue only differs from the F-statistic by a factor equal to a ratio of the involved degrees of freedom, which remained constant throughout our analyses. This scale factor would be necessary only for comparison with the F-distribution, which we did not use in our analyses, and was therefore ignored. We used these ratios of SSs to determine the relative contribution of variance by each factor. To determine the significance of the observed digitizer-residuals and interaction-residuals SS ratios, the distributions of these ratios, under the assumption of no digitizer effects, were generated by bootstrap resampling.
The bootstrap datasets were produced by resampling isopter group areas with replacement within isopter groups and across all digitizers 10,000 times. Isopter group areas were thus randomly assigned to digitizers in each bootstrap dataset. The analysis described above was then performed on each dataset, and the distributions of SS ratios were generated. The pvalues for the observed true SS ratios were determined by calculating what proportion of the generated ratios was greater than the observed ratios.
Distinct errors were analyzed to investigate how many digitizers would be required to catch nearly all errors when error detection is restricted to investigating discrepancies in data. Relatively strict requirements for error detection were chosen: detect at least 95% or 99% of errors in a dataset with at least 99% probability. For each sample size of 2 through 8, we randomly sampled digitizer IDs from our pool of 10 without replacement 20,000 times. We then counted the number of distinct errors that were made by digitizers in each sample, and how many of those digitizers made each distinct error. We considered any distinct error made by all the sampled digitizers to be undetected. We calculated the percentage of errors that were detected for each sample, and then evaluated the detection percentages at the 1 st percentile for each sample size.
RESULTS
Variability
As a first step in analyzing the sources of variability in calculated isopter group areas we examined the distributions of overall (up to 30 for each isopter group), intra-digitizer (up to 3 per isopter group for each of 10 digitizers), and inter-digitizer (up to 10 per isopter group) SD values. The simple statistics of these SDs, across all 65 isopter group areas, are summarized in Table 2 . SDs between digitizers tended to be higher on average than SDs within digitizers. Intra-digitizer SDs, however, had a much greater range than inter-digitizer SDs. Overall SDs tended to show an approximate square-root relationship with isopter group area. This relationship is plotted on a log-log scale in Figure 1 , with regression details.
Next we computed relative SDs by dividing each SD by the overall mean. Simple statistics of these relative SDs are shown in Table 3 . In the case of overall SDs, the relative SD is equivalent to the CV. CVs tended to be quite small, typically less than 10%, except for isopter groups with very small retinal areas, i.e. < 1 mm 2 . In no case did a CV reach or exceed 100%. CVs are plotted against isopter group areas in Figure 2 , showing an approximate inverse square root relationship.
We then examined whether the variability in our data was significantly affected by either the individual characteristics of the digitizers or by the way in which each digitizer processed specific isopters. Our ANOVA with bootstrap datasets revealed p-values for digitizer and digitizer-isopter group interaction SSs to residual SS ratios of 0.51 and 0.25, respectively. These probabilities are those of the observed or greater ratios being selected at random from the simulated distributions. Thus, no statistically significant effect of digitizer (p=0.51) or interaction effect (p=0.25) was found.
To investigate the relative contribution of variability added by the digitizing process to the analysis of GVFs from RP patients, we compared our data to those provided by Bittner et al. 24 Bittner et al. had previously used a single test operator to administer the GVF test twice within a single study visit for one eye in RP patients. Isopters were digitized using the same software as the present study, and areas for isopter groups were calculated. SDs calculated for these isopter group areas thus combine variabilities introduced by the RP patient, the GVF operator, and the GVF digitizer. These test-retest SDs, when compared to the SDs of isopter group area in the present study, were found to be much greater than the SDs of digitizing, especially for larger isopter group areas. This is clearly shown in Figure 3 : The slope of test-retest SDs versus isopter group size on a log-log scale was found to be more than 40% greater than that of digitizing SDs.
Errors
There were a total of 293 instances of errors and 155 distinct errors observed in this study. Of the distinct errors, 62 were missed isopters [mean 4.4 and range 0-31 across GVFs; 8 GVFs (35%) without any missed isopters], 25 were mislabeled target sizes [mean 1.9 and range 0-34 across GVFs; 14 GVFs (61%) without any mislabeled target sizes], and 68 were incorrect seeing/non-seeing labels [mean 4.5 and range 0-38 across GVFs; 11 GVFs (48%) without any mislabeled seeing areas]. These distinct error counts per GVF reflect the cumulative number of distinct errors in a GVF made across all 30 times that GVF was processed. Figures 4-7 show GVFs for which there were 10 or more errors of one type; the remaining 19 GVFs can be found online as Supplemental Digital Content 1-19, available at [LWW insert link].
Errors made by specific digitizers are shown in Table 4 . Digitizers 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9 contributed substantially more errors than other digitizers in isopter misses (≥20 or 17% of attempted isopters), target-size errors (≥10 or 8%), or seeing/non-seeing errors (≥10 or 8%).
If these five digitizers are removed from analysis, the number of distinct errors falls from 155 to 35 (23%). Table 5 shows 17 distinct errors that were made more than once within the same presentation block by the five more accurate digitizers; these are errors that may not be detected by comparing the work of two minimally-trained digitizers alone. As shown, these errors are confined to GVFs 5, 13, 16 ( Figures 4, 5, and 7) .
Based on our simulations of randomly sampling digitizers, at least 5 digitizers were required to detect 95% percent of errors, and at least 7 digitizers were required to detect 99% of errors. Error detection here is based solely on discrepancies among digitizers' data, and reported detection percentages were achieved in at least 99% of simulations with the given sample sizes.
Rather than random selection, one could screen potential digitizers by providing a practice sample set of previously classified GVFs to determine error rates, in order to help achieve a desired minimum error rate. If we were to select the two digitizers with the lowest gross error rates observed in this study (i.e., digitizers 1 and 3), only 2 errors would not be detected by comparing their data. Including the next most accurate digitizer (i.e., digitizer 5) in the analysis would ensure that all errors in our sample would be detected.
DISCUSSION
We found that the SDs of digitized isopter group area measurements decreased with decreasing isopter group area. However, CVs for isopter group areas increased as isopter group areas decreased, which would imply that the variability of digitized areas may be problematic for small isopters. The largest CV observed in this study was 68%; thus the SD of the isopter group area measure was not observed to ever exceed its average. We therefore interpret these data to suggest that isopters of any size can be digitized to produce meaningful data, at least within the range of isopter sizes tested here (≥ 0.085 mm 2 , i.e., 1.5 degree² at 45° eccentricity, equivalent to 1.2 degree² in the fovea) and using the described or comparable methods. This means that there should be no loss of isopter data during the digitization process, and GVF test operators should be encouraged to make very detailed assessments of tiny seeing and non-seeing areas.
When examining the variability across and within digitizers, we found that inter-digitizer SDs were slightly higher on average than intra-digitizer SDs. This could raise concern about the effect of individual digitizers on digitized data; however, the range of intra-digitizer SDs was much greater than that of inter-digitizer SDs. When using a bootstrap version of ANOVA, we found no significant effect of digitizers on isopter group area. This implies that, when dealing with minimally-trained digitizers and no concern for misses or labeling errors, one may not need to consider which digitizer performed the digitization for any given isopter group. Further, the comparison of digitization variability data with GVF test-retest data from Bittner et al. 24 reveals that the variability introduced to manual GVF data by digitizing is minor relative to the variability contributed by the RP patient and the GVF operator. We suggest that with improved marking of isopters by GVF operators and/or more training of digitizers in isopter detection and identification, an identical error made by 2 reliable digitizers is expected to occur less frequently than once in 98 isopters. No such errors occurred in this study in any block after removal of error-prone digitizers and of GVFs with problematic isopters (e.g. #5, 13, 16).
One of the limitations of this study may be the education level of the digitizers and whether these results are generalizable to any possible digitizer. All digitizers in this study were affiliated with an institution for research and higher education, and our results may have been different with random sampling from a larger literate population. Another limitation is that the GVFs used in this study were obtained from GVF operators who were trained to obtain and record the GVFs according to a specific protocol, so perhaps if the operators had not been instructed to mark the GVFs in a particular manner (e.g., if the operators used the same color for each isopter, or shading to indicate non-seeing areas), the digitization error rates might have been different. This study also did not address any possible labeling errors made by GVF operators.
It may be possible to prevent some errors related to GVF misinterpretation if the GVF operator who tested the patient can digitize their GVF results immediately after the testing. However, it may not be feasible for clinical GVF operators to take on the additional work of digitizing for research purposes, and clinical trials generally do not favor such an arrangement, for fear that data acquisition errors may go undetected. In the case of retrospective studies, it may not be practical or possible to recruit the GVF operators as digitizers. Furthermore, for well-marked and documented GVFs, there is no reason to expect that the operator's digitizing variability would significantly differ from that of any other digitizer with comparable digitizing experience.
Digitizers in this study did make numerous errors in isopter labeling, and missed isopters when digitizing. Those who wish to digitize GVFs accurately should therefore employ some mechanism for catching these errors. One simple solution is to have an expert reader monitor the work of the digitizers. This reader would need to compare all digitized data to the original GVFs to make sure that areas seem appropriate, all isopters were labeled properly, and no isopters were missed. Alternatively, one could adopt a system that uses multiple digitizers for any given GVF and that flags discrepancies among digitizers' data. A reviewer would then be required to identify and resolve any flagged errors. Our recommendations for structuring groups for error detection are summarized in Table 6 .
Based on our pool of digitizers, leaving error detection to flagging data discrepancies would require a large number of digitizers or a screening process for digitizers. Assuming it is desirable to catch nearly every error that is produced, our simulations for the selection of digitizers in this study suggest two possible options: (1) randomly choose five to seven minimally trained digitizers to digitize all GVFs; or (2) screen multiple digitizers to find three who demonstrate low error rates and select those to digitize all GVFs. These recommendations assume that each digitizer only digitizes each GVF once, and that digitizer training is comparable to that used for this study. Because error detection from data comparisons alone may require great redundancy in digitizer work, supervisors may choose to consider whether this is a time-and cost-effective approach. If training of GVF operators and digitizers is enhanced in order to avoid problems such as those seen with GVFs 5, 13, and 16, then using just two digitizers may be sufficient to catch most errors. More than two digitizers may be desired in dedicated reading centers, however, to add tolerance for cases in which a digitizer may unexpectedly be unable to work. Thus the findings of this study indicate that manual digitization of GVFs by a single minimally trained digitizer is not sufficient to catch all errors, but that a small team of 2-3 digitizers with error checking by an expert reader will assure the production of accurate and reliable digitized GVF data.
In this paper we have not considered the inherent inaccuracies in the data contributed by the GVF operator (who needs to manually move the stimulus at constant speed and note the location at which the patient signals seeing or losing the stimulus) and by the patient (who needs to maintain a constant response criterion and reaction time). Clinical trials (such as the one from which the GVFs for the current study were obtained) will try to minimize operator variability through standardized training across participating centers, and patient variability through repeated baseline tests. Semi-automated kinetic perimetry may appear to take the operator variability out of the equation, but the operator still has to instruct the machine which areas of complex fields require further refinement, especially in patients with advanced disease. Thus even in semi-automated kinetic perimetry the operator remains a significant contributor to variability. Also, as noted earlier, current semi-automated kinetic perimetry software does not convert solid angles or chart areas into retinal areas, so digitization cannot be avoided even when using semi-automated kinetic perimetry. As long as this situation persists, judicious choice of a digitization and review strategy for kinetic perimetry data from clinical trials will remain critically important.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Comparison of GVF test-retest variability and digitizer variability with respect to Isopter Group (IG) area. The circles and their line of best fit (lower line) for IG digitizer variability are copied from Figure 1 . The overlaid triangles and their line of best fit (higher line) show GVF test-retest data provided by Bittner et al. 24 Each triangle represents data from digitizing the same IG from the same eye using two GVFs that were obtained by the same GVF operator on the same day. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for each regression line. The triangles' line of best fit, on the log-log scale, has an intercept of −0.43, slope of 0.61, and R 2 value of 0.53. This relationship can be represented as Operator SD ≈ 10 −0.43 area 0.61 ≈ 0.37area 0.61 . GVF 5 (34 target-size errors, 38 seeing/non-seeing errors). Most problems with this GVF resulted from the mistaken identification of the II-4e seeing isopters as V-4e non-seeing isopters due to the similar colors used for these two test targets. Errors were made by all digitizers except Digitizer 3. When these target-size errors occurred, the superior-most II-4e seeing area's target size was always mislabeled, and the central II-4e seeing area's target size was only mislabeled when all three II-4e were similarly mislabeled. Seeing/non-seeing errors coincided with target-size errors, with few exceptions. Isolated seeing/non-seeing errors followed the same occurrence pattern as target-size errors. GVF 13 (31 isopter misses). The two small V-4e seeing areas in the inferior portion of the left hemifield were missed 12 (superior isopter, ~27° inferior-nasal from fixation, along the 225° meridian) and 15 (inferior isopter, ~45° inferior-nasal from fixation, along the 240° meridian) times. These very small isopters likely blended with the markings of the GVF sheet and the operator's markings. Except for Digitizer 6, who only missed the superior left V-4e seeing isopter, all other isopter misses for this field were also accompanied by missing the inferior left V-4e seeing isopter. The top-left inset, provided for clarity and covers no isopters, shows a 200% magnified view of the central 20°. GVF 15 (24 seeing/non-seeing errors). Digitizers 2, 4, and 8 consistently made seeing/nonseeing errors with this field containing a central seeing island, mid-peripheral ring scotoma and far peripherally seen ring of vision. No other digitizers made any seeing/non-seeing errors here. In these cases, the V-4e and IV-4e non-seeing isopters and/or the central V-4e and IV-4e seeing isopters were mislabeled. Digitizer 2 consistently mislabeled the central seeing isopters as non-seeing. Digitizer 4 consistently mislabeled the non-seeing isopters. Digitizer 8 consistently mislabeled both the non-seeing isopters and the central seeing isopters. GVF 16 (31 isopter misses, 15 seeing/non-seeing errors). This was the most complicated GVF presented to the digitizers. All isopters were within the central 20° of this field, and that area is shown with 200% magnification in the top-left inset. The III-4e seeing area (~5° inferior-nasal from fixation, along the 300-315° meridians) was missed 9 times: consistently by Digitizer 10, 2 of 3 times by Digitizers 4 and 9, and 1 of 3 times by Digitizers 2 and 6. Missing the true III-4e seeing isopter was accompanied by mislabeling the IV-4e non-seeing isopter as the III-4e seeing isopter for Digitizers 4, 6, and 9. No other target-size errors were made for this GVF. The IV-4e non-seeing isopter was missed 18 of 30 times, while the IV-4e seeing isopter was never missed. The V-4e non-seeing and central seeing (~3° superior-nasal from fixation, along the 15-30° meridians) isopters were each missed twice. Missing the V-4e non-seeing isopter was accompanied by mislabeling the central seeing isopter as non-seeing. The two inner V-4e isopters were each additionally mislabeled as seeing or nonseeing four other times.
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